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PREFACE 
The approximation theory has a close relationship with other branches 
of mathematics. The existence of such a relationship is explained by the fact 
that many important problems of approximation theory are formulated and 
solved in the process of development of other mathematical topics, while on 
the other hand the development of the approximation theory assisted 
development in the other mathematical domain and the set the course of 
completely new direction of mathematics. 
The aim of present dissertation entitled "Approximation by Various 
Class of Function" is to study the linear method of approximation which are 
given by a sequence {Ln} of positive linear operators. The positivity of 
operators is most important. 
Our aim is to relate the smoothness of the function / being 
approximated with the rate of decreases of 11/- Ln (/) 11. We discuss this in 
the setting of direct theorems, saturation and many results of approximation 
theory. The present dissertation consists of four chapters. 
Chapter I is introductory, which consists a brief resume of relevant 
results which has direct and indirect relations with the subsequent chapters. 
In chapter II, we have given some definitions concerning operators, 
approximation theory and various other definitions and we have also 
discussed about the approximafion of function by Bernstein operators. 
In chapter III, we discussed the concept of Approximately 
Compactness, Best simultaneous approximation, Best Li -simultaneous 
approximation, Subinner product in simultaneous approximation, and 
discussed on the some generalization in best simultaneous approximation 
In chapter IV, we have discussed the degree of approximation by the 
positive linear operators 
Chapter-1 
CHAPTER-1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Linear Positive Operators: 
The present dissertation is based on certain investigations in the 
theory of ''The Best Approximation of Function by Algebraic Polynomials''. 
Before giving the resume of the work of the researchers, it seems desirable 
to state various definitions and notations which will required in the sequel. 
Approximation theory is a branch of mathematical analysis which gives 
relation between a polynomial and of arbitrary function by the analytic 
techniques. The basic property of the polynomial 
n 
k 
l,X 
i = 0 
is that value for a given x can be calculated in a number of steps. 
A central problem of mathematical analysis is the approximation to 
more general function by polynomials and the estimation of how small 
discrepancy can be made ? 
The main problem in the theory of approximation can be stated as 
follow: 
Let us suppose that two function/(3cj and P{x{,a^a.^...a„) of the point 
X G B are defined within a certain point set B in a space of any number of 
dimensions. It is required to determine the parameter, that the deviation of 
the function P{x; ) from the function/(3cj in B shall be minimum. 
JJ_ 
By deviation we mean the distance between the polynomial P and function/ 
By an algebraic polynomial of degree n we mean an expression of form 
^a^x*, where a,, a2,...,a are real numbers. 
In words, we shall resume that all the variables and the functions used 
here are real. lff(x) is continuous in the [a, b] such that 
f(x)eC[a,h] 
We shall denote hy p(x) or q(x), a polynomial and by P„ [x) or Q„ (x) 
a polynomial of degree n. 
1.2 Approximation problem: 
In approximation theory, we study the relation between a given 
function and its smooth version. The problem of approximation of functions 
by polynomials can be described in the following way: 
Let (|) be a.set of function defined on A. If/is a function on a space A, 
one can find a linear combination. 
P = a^(pi + a^(/>2 + aj„ 
Where (/>, € ^ and a, are reals, which is closed to/? 
Generally two problems arise : 
(i) How to select (j) ? 
(ii) How we measure the deviafion of P from/? 
We are mostly concerned with the second question i.e. for 
approximating f(x) to a polynomial P(x) a (a linear combination), actually 
we have to show that how much P(x) is closed tof(x), i.e., \f{x)-P(x)\< e, 
for all X, where f characterizes the closeness ofP(x) W\th.f(x) ? therefore, the 
measure of approximation is the quantity A (P) = max [f(x) -P (x)] which 
is called the distance between P{x) and /(x), or deviation off(x) from P 
(X). 
Definition (1.2.1) (Approximation): Let X be a Banach space of 
continuous fiinctions on [a, b] with he norm ||. || defined by 
II / II = sup 1 / (x)\ 
x€[a,b] 
Let ^ be a subset of X. An element of X is called approximable by 
linear combination. 
P = a,(^, +02 2^ + « » <l>n (1.2.1) 
Where (l>, e (j) and a, are reals, if for each s > 0, there is a polynomial 
P such that 
l l /-^ll<^ 
Answering the fundamental question for approximation of functions 
by polynomials in affirmative, Weierstrass [42] has shown the possibility of 
representation of any continuous function subject to the choosen algebraic 
polynomial P (x). We can formulate this result as a follows: 
Weierstrass first Theorem : If f[x) G c[a, b\ then for every £: > 0, there 
exists an algebraic polynomial P(x) such that 
| /(x)-i '(x)|<^. 
holds for every x in the interval [a, b\. 
We are also concerned with the possibility of establishing 
approximation of continuous and periodic functions by means of 
trigonometric polynomials. For this we have the following theorem. 
Weiersrass Second Theorem : Let / (X)G C^^ for each s >0, there exists 
a trigonometric polynomial T{X) such that for all real x. 
\T(x)-f{x)\<E, 
Weierstrass second theorem has shown that any function f[x)e C^,^ can be 
represented by a trigonometric polynomial at any prescribed accuracy. But 
the degree of approximating polynomial may come out to very high 
therefore, it is natural to ask what accuracy of approximation can obtained if 
the degree of approximating polynomial is limited in hand. 
Definition (1.2.2) (Degree of Approximation) 
Let ^ = {(?>,} be a sequence of functions then, 
K{f)-E„{f)= inf \\f-{a,(t>,+a,<l>, + + aj„\ 
"]"!• ' " » 
inf \\f-P\ 
where P is defined in (1.2.1.) is called the nth degree or approximation of / 
by the sequence {^ ,}. 
If the infimum in (1.2.2) is attained for some P, then P is called a 
polynomial (a linear combination) of best approximation. 
Remarks : 
(i) If the P are algebraic polynomials of a given degree, then, n, in 
(1.2.2) will refer to the degree of the polynomial rather than the 
number of function ,^. 
(ii) £„ (/) is also called the error in approximating / by the polynomial 
1.3 Classes of Functions: In this section we list several classes of 
functions which will be constantly used later. 
Let f{x)eC[a,b]{or f{x)e C^^) and let £„be its best 
approximation by means of algebraic (or trigonometric) polynomials of 
order not higher than n. By Weierstrass's theorem it is found that. 
lim E„ = 0 
n -> 0 
Naturally the "simpler" approximating function fix), the more 
accurately will it be represented by means of a polynomial (algebraic or 
trigonometric). 
Now, we shall engage in the question of the influence exerted by an 
improvement in the structural properties of the approximated function on the 
order of the decrease of its best approximation E^. 
A convenient characteristic of the structural properties of a function, 
is a quantity, called the "modulus of continuity" of this function. 
Definition (1.3.1) (Modulus of continuity): To measure the continuity of a 
function f eC[a, bl we consider the first difference with step t. 
^ 
A, f{x)= f{x + t)- f{x) of the function/and put, 
0) (/, S) = CO (S) = max I / {x+ t)- f (x)| 
\t\<.d 
The function co (5) is called the modulus of continuity of / and 
defined for 0 < <J < /, where I = b-a. 
The modulus of continuity o) (S) has the following fundamental 
properties: 
(a) In order that for a function / (x) to be uniformly continuous on 
[a, b], it is necessary and sufficient condition, 
lim (o(d) = Q 
,?->o 
(b) The function co (5) is positive and increases monotonically i.e. 
If 52> d^> 0, then (W (cJj) > ^ (^i) 
(c) (o{5) is sub additive i.e. 
CO [d^ + <5"2 ) < (y ( ^ , ) + (Z» ( ^ 2 ) 
(d) a){d) is continuous 
(e) If n is a natural number, then 
CO {nS)< n CD{S) 
(f) If X is any positive number, then 
co{;iS) < (A + i)co (S). 
Definition (1.3.2) (Moduli of Smoothness): If f{x) is defined on [a, b], 
then 
A', f{x) = A, f{x)=lf{x + t)- fix)] 
and A; / (x) = A, A '^ /(x), 
then we obtain by induction on A', / (x), 
/ (x + kt) 
where 
A:/(x) = i :(-ir : 
k = 0 \'^J 
r! 
~ k\{r- k)\ 
i F / == b -a, then the moduH of smoothness of / e C [a, b] are defined by 
0)^ (/, S) = max I A; / (x)|, r = l,2,. 
X, t 
0<S<l/r 
6)^ (/, S), Moduli of smoothness have the following properties : 
(a) 0)^ (/, S) is continuous, increasing and satisfies 
«. ( / ,0)=0 
(b) 0), {f,S)< 5' sup l/^'' (x)|, where /^'^ is the absolute continuous 
r* derivative of/e C [a, b]. 
(c) «, , , ( / ,c5)<^^«, ( /^U)fors = l,2, 
(d) If n is natural number, then 
co,(f,nd)< n' co^(f,5) 
(e) If A- is a non integral factor, then 
CO, ( / , X5) <(X+ \y CO, ( / , 5) 
Definition (1.3.3) (Lipschitz class Lip a) : If the function f (x) defined on 
the interval [a, b] and for all x, y e [a, b], It satisfies the inequality 
d_ 
\f(y)-f{x)\<M\y-x\'' 
then it is said that the function f(x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with 
exponent a and coefficient M, and we write 
f(x) e Lip^ a 
In those cases when the coefficient M is not essential, then we write 
f{x)eLipa 
In other words, Lipu a is the class of all the function satisfying the 
Lipschitz condition of a given order with special coefficient M and Lip a be 
the class of functions satisfying the Lipschitz condition of order a with 
arbitrary coefficients. A function/(3cj satisfying the Lipschitz condition have 
the following properties : 
(a) A function satisfying the Lipschitz condition is uniformly continuous. 
(b) If /(x) e Lip a, where a > 1, then /(x) is a constant quantity. 
(c) If every where in the interval (a, b) there exists a derivative 
/'(x), with |/'(x)|<M, then 
/(x) e Lip^ 1. 
(d) If the interval [a, b] is finite and a < p, then 
Lip a 3 Lip /?. 
(e) The relation /(x)e i/>^ a and (D(S) < MS" are equivalent. 
Definition (L3.4) (Quasi-Smooth Function): A function/ E C [a, b] is said 
to be Quasi Smooth if it satisfies either «, (/, S) = 0{s). 
or \f{x + S)+ f{x-S)-2f{x)\< M.S,d>0 
where/(^ xj e Z, where Z is called the Zygmund class 
Remarks 
(i) All functions of the class Lip 1 are Quasi-smooth but the converse is 
no true. 
(ii) From the above remark, we deduce that every class Lip 1 is also a 
class Z, but not conversely. 
Definition (1.3.5) (Hardy- Little Wood Class Lip (a, p)): 
The Hardy- Little wood class Lip (a, p) (p < oo) [17] is the space of 
all functions/satisfying the condition 
\f\\a,p = sup 
( >0,x 
In 
J /(x + 0-/(x) 
p \ 
dt 
J 
Definition (1.3.6) (Lip K (t) Class) : A function f{x), integrable L 
(Lebesque integrable) is said to belong to Lip K{^) class, if 
11/lit =sup 
r > o , i 
/(x+<)-/(x)| 
Kit) < 00 (1.3.5) 
Where K (t) is positive increasing function, such that K (t) /1 
is decreasing, K (t) ^ 0, as t ^ 0 and 
Kixy)<K(x)K(y) 
Remarks: We nptice that by taking 
1. K(t) = r" in (1.3.5) for 0 < a < 1, the above class reduces to Lip a. 
2. K{t) = r"' ^ in (1.3.5) forO<a <I and P<oo, aP> 1 andabove 
class reduces to Lip (a, P). 
1,3.7 Functions of bounded variation: 
(i) Definition: If [a, b] is a finite interval, then a set of points 
P= (XQ, X....X„} satisfying the inequalities a = XQ < x, < x„_i 
< x„ -b is called a partition of [a, b]. The interval [x .^,, x j is 
called the k* subinterval of P and we write Ax^  = x,^ -x^.,, 
SO that ^Ax^ = *-«. The collection of all possible partitions of 
*• = ] 
[a, b] will be denoted by p [a, b]. 
(ii) Definition: Let / be defined on [a, b], if P= {XQ, x....x„} is a 
partition of [a, b], write A/^  =/(xj- / (x^. i ) , A: = 1,2,3....«. If 
there exists a positive number M such that 
IlA/J<M 
k = \ 
for all partitions of [a, b], then/is said to be bounded variation on 
[a, b]. 
1.4 Order of Saturation: The most important and recent concept of 
approximation theory is 'saturation', many of the classical approximation 
procedures such as Fourier series, Fejer and Jackson means and the 
Eiemstein polynomials have property that rate at which they converge is 
dependent on the smoothness of the function being approximated. 
Furthermore, it often happens that there exists an 'optimal' order of 
approximation in the sense that a better rate of approximation can not be 
achieved by increasing the smoothness of the function. When this occurs we 
say the approximation procedure is saturated and the saturation class is the 
collection of all functions optimally approximated by the procedure. The 
concept of saturation class was first introduced into approximation theory by 
J, Favardinl949[12a, 12b] 
Definition (1.4.1) (Saturation): Let f(x) be integrable function in (-n, n) 
and periodic with 2 n and let its Fourier series be 
1 W 
S{f) = -QQ + 'Yj{^k '^ os kx + b/^ sin kx) 
= I 4 (x) 
i = 0 
Let us consider the family of linear operators, 
4 ( / ; ^ ) = Z ^ l ' ' ^ 4 ( 4 where g?, ^=0,1,2...., (g^ =i) are 
k = 0 
SLimmating functions. 
If there is a positive non-increasing function (p(x) and a constant K of 
functions such that 
\\f{x)-Ln{f;x)\\ = 0{</>(x)) 
If and only if f{x) is constant, and 
| | / ( x ) - 4 ( / ; x ) | | = 0((^(x)) 
If and only iff(x) belongs to class K; then it is said to be that their method of 
approximation is saturated with the order (/>(x) and the class K. The function 
^ is then called an optimal degree of approximation. 
11 
w 
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CHAPTER-2 
APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS BY POSITIVE LINEAR 
OPERATORS 
2.1. Approximation of Functions by Linear Positive Operators: 
The problem of approximating a real (or complex) valued function 
g{t) defined on the real line or on the subset of it by means of a suitable 
sequence {l„} («= 1,2,....) of linear positive operators for points of 
continuity have studied by several mathematicians. In general, such as a 
procedure assumes the convergence L„ (/;x) -> f{x) as «-> oo. where x is 
a fixed point or it belongs to a set of points on which an approximation is 
desired, for some test function /(/). 
The second Weierstrass's theorem establishes the possibility of an 
unlimited approach to periodic continuous functions with the aid of 
trigonometric polynomials. In 1908, de la valee- Poussin (see Natason [32] 
page No. 7) introduced the operators F„ (/; x) and gave a very simple proof 
of Weierstrass second approximation theorem. 
Definition (2.1.1): Let f{x) e Cj^ .The integral, 
K (^) = K if I x) 
is called the de la-vallee Poussin singular integral. 
12 
The de la-vallee-Poussin Theorem: Let /(x)eC2^ and V„{x) be the de la 
vallee-Poussin singular integral defined as in (2.1.1). Then lim V„ {x) = f{x) 
n-+M 
holds uniformly to all real x. 
Natason [32] gave an ultimate proof of the Weiersrass second 
theorem by a trigonometric polynomial 7?* (x) called Rogosinski singular 
integral. 
Definition (2.1.2): Let f{x) e Cj„ and S„ {x) be a partial sum of the fourier 
series of this function. We write 
K (^ ) ^  x+— 2n + S. n X-- In) 
— OQ + ^(a^ cos kx + bi^ sin kx) cos 
k = \ v2«y 
Then the Rogosinski singular integral Rl (x) is defined as : 
1 
Rl {x)- — [/ (x + ?)cos nt 
An 
1 
sin 1 A l'^ An 
t n 
sin 2 An 
dt 
This trigonometric polynomial R*„{x) satisfies the property that 
in R*„ (x) = / (x) holds uniformly on the entire axis. It has been observed i 
n - > CO 
by Korovkin [19, 20] that for a sequence {Z„} of positive linear operators 
convergence often can be established quite simply by checking it for certain 
finite sets of fimction/ This is one of the most important properties of linear 
13 
positive operators. We state the following theorem due to Korovkin ([20]. P. 
14). 
Theorem (2.1.1): If the three conditions 
4( l ;x)=I + a„(x), 
L„(t-x) = x + /?„ (x), 
L„(t';x)=x' +rA4 
are satisfied for the sequence of linear positive operators I„ (/; x), where 
a^ (x), /?„ (x), /„ (x) converge uniformly to zero in the interval a < x <b. 
Then the sequence I„ (/; x) converges uniformly to the function f{x) in 
this interval; if f{t) is bounded continuous in the interval [a, b], continuous 
on the right at point a and on the left at the point b. 
2.2. Examples of linear positive operators: Here we list some linear 
positive operators which recently have been subjected to research. 
Bernstein Operators (2.2.1): For a function / in C [0, 1], the Bernstein 
polynomial / o f degree n is defined by 
i=0 \nj 
f,A 
n-k where P„^ (x)= x* (l-x) 
\k) 
is a binomial distribution. 
Baskakov Operators (2.2.2): The operators L^ : C[0, oo] -> C [O, oo] 
Baskakov are defined by 
14l 
Z„(/W;x) = (l + x r 2 ^(n+k-l 
k = 0\ 
r ^ y ^u\ 
vl + ^ y 
/ 
\n) 
Schurer Operators (2.2.3): In 1962 Schurer [34] introduced the operators 
s„,-c 0,1 + -> C [O, l] defined by 
5 „ , ( / ; ^ ) = "E / f -k*(4where 
K^ (4 ^  (1-.) n + p-k 
? is a non-negative integer. 
In case P = 0, we have Bernstein operator (2.2.1) 
Meyer-Konig and Zeller Operators (2.2.4): The operators 
L„ : C [O, l]-> C [O, l] are defined by 
'l-n^ 
, / + l , 
( n = l , 2 , 3 ). 
Replacing ( / -« ) / / + 1 by {l-n)/l and performing the substitution I = n + k 
Cheney and Sharma [] obtained in 1964 the following. 
Cheney - Sharma Operators (2.2.5): The operators defined by 
M„ (/(/); x)=(l-x)''^'X 
^n + k^ 
x' f 
k = o\ "• ; 
/" r. \ 
yfl + k J 
(n =1,2,3. . . . ) . 
Inspite of the slight modification these operators M„ are still called 
operators of Meyer- Konig and Zeller. The right hand members of (2.2.4) 
are called Bernstein power series. 
JUT 
Szasz Mirakyan Operators (2.2.6): The operators 
S„ : C [O, oo] -> C [O, oo] are defined by 
sAMx) = e-t^^f[-] ( n = l ' 2 , ). 
are linear positive operators. 
2.3. Approximation of Functions by Bernstein Operators : 
Introduction (2.3.1): 
In approximation theory of real functions, one of the most important 
theorems is the well known theorem of Weierstrass. It states that every real 
function defined and continuous on a (finite) closed interval [a,b] of the real 
axis can be approximated arbitrarily closely by polynomials. One of the 
most elegant proof of the Weierstrass theorem was given by Bernstein [4'] 
in 1912, It is based upon a consideration drawn from probability theory. In 
the proof, a sequence of polynomials is constructed, now bearing his name 
which depend on the function to be approximated and if their order increases 
infinitely they tends uniformly to that function. This fact amplified and 
enriched the researches in this domain with the new and important results. 
The nth Bernstein polynomials is defined as : 
Definition (2.3.1) Bernstein Polynomials : 
Let /€C[0, l] (The set of real functions defined on [0, 1]). The 
Bernstein polynomial/of degree n is defined as 
16 
fn^ 
ykj where P„ , (x)= x' (l - x)"'", xe[0, l] 
n = 1, 2, 3. 
k^O, 1,2,3 ...., 
and 
flr\ 
are binomial coefficients. / - is value of the given function at 
\nj 
the point X = 
fi.\ 
\n) 
Since the function (2.3.1) are linear positive in [0, 1]. Therefore, / > 0 
implies B„ f >0 on [0, 1], that is, 5„ (/; x) is a positive linear operator 
from C [0, 1] to C [0, 1]. Further, it possesses a property which plays a very 
important role in approximation theory. It is monotonic i.e. if f{x) is non-
negative on [0, 1] its image 5„ / is also non-negative on [0, 1]. These 
properties of Bernstein Operators are shared with other operators considered 
in the approximation theory. 
If we define the Bernstein polynomials by 
B^^ {x)= "C, x' (l -x)"'' where n = \,2, 3 , k = 0,1, 2, 3 n 
then we can obtain the graphical representation of the Bernstein polynomials 
of degree one, two and three. 
For mathematical convenience, we consider that 
i5„ ;t = 0 \f^ k <Q or k> n 
then, the Bernstein polynomials of degree 1 are 
1^,0 W = ( l - 4 - 1^.1 W=^ ' 
17 
and can be plotted for 0 <x <1 as 
Bi,o(x) Bi.i(x) 
The Bernstein polynomials of degree 2 are 
5,,oW = (l-x)^ 
B^, , (x)= 2x(l - x) 
Bj 2 [x) = x^ 
and can be plotted for 0 <x <1 as 
B2,o(x) 
B2, 1 (X) 
B2,2(X) 
1 X 
The Bernstein polynomials of degree 3 are 
B,_,{x) = (l-xy 
18 
53,1 (JC) = 3 J C ( 1 - X ) ' 
^3 2 (x) = 3x^ (l - x) 
^3 3 ( x ) = X^ 
and can be plotted for 0 < x <7 as 
B3,o(x) 
B3, 1 (X) 
N B3.3(X) 
B3,2(X) 
In 1912, Bernstein [4'] associated with the operators defined by 
(2.3.1), now using by Newton's binomial formula, we have 
M)"=2"c,a^6"-
t = o 
(2.3.1) 
Now putting fl = X and ^= (l -x) in (2.3.1), we get 
(x + 1 -x)" = f^"C,x' (l-x)"-
i = 0 
or j ; "Q x * ( l - x r ' = l 
k = 0 
(2.3.2) 
Again putting a = z and 6 = 1 in (2.3.1), we have 
I " Q Z ^ = (14-Z)" 
* = 0 
(2.3.3) 
ia=P M 
Now differentiating (2.3.3) with respect to z, we get 
* = 0 
Multiplying by z, we get 
f^"C,.k.z' =nz (l + z)"' 
k = 0 
(2.3.4) 
Differentiating (2.3.4) with respect to z, we get 
j]"C,k' z'-' =nz (n-\)(\+ z)"-' +n{\ + zr 
k = 0 
= n{\+z)"'^ [nz-z + l + z] 
= n {\-nz){l + z) n-2 
or X)t^"Qz*-'=«(l+nz)(l+z)''-
* = 0 
Multiplying by z, we get 
J^e "C.z" =nz (l+nz)(l+z)'" 
yt = 0 
(2.3.5) 
X . 
Now putting z = in (2.3.3), we get 
\-x 
Z"C. 1+ 
i = 0 Vl-Xy l - x j 
Multiplying by (l-x)", we get 
X"Qx^(i-xr=i 
* = 0 
2 . .2 Again multiplying by n x , we get 
a: 
m 
X « ' x ' "C.x" (l-x)"-' =n " -'x' 
t = 0 
(2.3.6) 
putting z 
^ X ^ 
\\-xj 
in (2.3.4), we get 
^ X ^ 
Vl-Xy = n 
f ^ \ 
\\-xj 
i+-
l - x V i - x y 
X^"C,xMl-x)- / 1 "^ «x 
((=0 ^ 1 - X y 
Multiplying by (7 -x)", we get 
x^"Qx^(i-xr-* = nx 
t=0 
Again multiplying by - Inx, we get 
- 2 l^nxit " Q x ' (l-x)"-' = - 2 n ' x ' (2.3.7) 
i = 0 
Putting z ~ in (2.3.5), we get 
X - 1 
I k' "Q /^  v A 
t = 0 Vl-Xy 
^ ( \ 
= n V l - X y 
C r.^ \ 
nx 
V 1 - ^ y 
1+-
.n-2 
1 + 
1-X V ^ -^y 
or 2] A:' "Q x' ( l - x)"' = «x (l- x + «x) 
k = 0 V l - X ; 
Multiplying by (l-x)", we get 
Y, k' "C, x' (l-x)"'* = nx ( l- X + nx) (2.3.8) 
i = 0 
Now adding (2.3.6), (2.3.7) and (2.3.8), we get 
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Y^n'x' "C, x' (l-x)"'' -if^nxk "C, x' (l-x)"'' + f^k' "C, (l-x)"'* 
k =0 k = 0 * = 0 
= n^ x^ - 2n^ x^ + nx {i-x + nx) 
or Y,"Ck x' (l-x)""'(n'x' -2nxk + k')=n'x' -2n'x^ + nx - nx^ + n^x^ 
k = 0 
or ^"C, x' {l-x)"'" {k-nxf =nx(l-x) 
k = 0 
but x(l-x)<-
^ ^ 4 
n-k ^ n So, Yu^k-nxJ "C, x' (l-x)"-' < (2.3.9) 
k = 0 
Now if xe[0,\\ S >0 be an arbitrary no. and A„ (x) the set of all 
those values of k from the series 0, 1, 2, « for which 
k 
X 
n 
> S, then 
2j*eA„(;c) "Q X U-^J ^ 4nS' (2.3.10) 
But in Bernstein polynomials defined by (2.3.1) f{k/n) is bounded. 
Therefore, the factor f{k/n) hardly differs from f(x). This means that the 
polynomials5„(x) remains almost unchanged if f{kIn) is replaced in its 
terms by f{x). 
In other words the following approximation equality holds : 
5.w«l;/W"Q/(i-x)"-^ 
k = o 
But by using (2.3.2) we get 
5„(x)-/(x)|<X 
i = 0 
/^^J-/(x -Qx^l-x) ,n-i (2.3.11) 
Now, let us denote by M the greatest values of | / (x) | 
Next, for £> 0 and S> 0 such that 
x"-x'| < S for x',x"e[0, l] 
wehave|/(x")-/(x')| < 
because /(x) is uniformly continuous. 
Let us break up the series of the numbers, k = 0, 1, 2, .... n in two 
categories, r„ (x) and A„ (x), putting 
kGT„ (x), if <S 
and 
A; e A„ (x) if k 
— X 
n 
>S 
then sum (2.3.11) also breaks up in two sums 
Zr ^"^ Z A ' *^^^^ 
5 „ ( x ) - / ( x ) | < | X J + | I (2.2.12) 
by our assumption, | / (x)' - / (x')| < - , and (2.3.2), we get 
/ - -/W "Qx^l-xf 
<^ 2 "Qx^O-x)-
ZrKf (2.3.13) 
since M is the greatest value of / (x), then 
<2M 
Hence 
EJ<E 
i = 0 
n.\ f~ -/W 
\nj 
"c, x^[\-xy~ 
J U „\n - k 
<2M YJ "^kx" (l-x)" 
keA„{x) 
but by (2.3.10), 
we have 
| y j<2M-^-
M 
2nS' 
(2.3.14) 
Therefore, from (2.3.12), (2.3.13) and (2.3.14), 
we have 
5 „ ( x ) - / ( x ) | < | X r l + l I 
^s M 
<- + 2 2nS 
if n is sufficiently large 
and then — - < s 
£ S 
then | i 5 „ ( x ) - / ( x ) | < - + ^ 
i.e. I B„ ( x ) - f { x ) \ < £ 
the following theorem gives an exact formulation of this leading reasoning ; 
Theorem (2.3.1) For a function f{x) bounded on [0, 1] the relation 
l i m 5 „ ( / ; x ) = / ( x ) (2.3.15) 
n ->• 0 
holds for each point of x of/and the relation (2.3.15) holds uniformly on [0, 
1], if/(x) is continuous on this interval. 
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(2.3.1) Graphical Representation of Bernstein Polynomials 
approximations converging to sin 4nx on [0,1] 
1.00 
0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 
0.75 
0.50 
0.25 
-0.25 
-0.50 
-0.75 
-1.00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
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The Weierstrass first theorem follows directly from Bernstein 
theorem if segment [0, b] coincides with segment [0, 1]. We observe, 
however, that the Bernstein's theorem is more productive than the 
Weierstrass in this case it provides a sequence of well defined polynomials, 
while the Weierstrass only establishes the existence of such a sequence of 
approximation without stating any thing in regard to its construction. 
2.4 Estimate of the order of Approximation: 
In this section we are concerned with the estimation of the order of 
approximation of a function / e C [0,1] by Bernstein operators. It may be 
simply described by means of the modulus of continuity. For instance, 
Popiviciu [33] proved in 1935 that Bernstein operators 
B^ ( / ; x), {n = 1, 2 ) possesses the property that there exists a constant K 
> 0 such that 
\B„{f;x)-f{x)<Kco(n-'") 
for all fe C [O, l] all x e [O, l] and « = 1, 2 , 
if CO (5), (6 > 0) is the modulus of continuity of/on [0, 1] defined by 
cof (h) = max {/ (x)- f (y)\ x, y elO,\l\x-y\<h} 
He showed that 3/2 may be taken as a value ofK. 
In 1953, Lorentz [25] proved that k = 5/4 is also an admissible value. 
Theorem (2.4.1): If/(x) is continuous and (o(d) be modulus of continuity of 
/x), then 
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\B„if; x)-f{x)\<-(o[f; n'^'^j holds for an arbitrary natural 
number n. 
He also considered that if / e C' [o, l} The space of all real functions 
/defined and continuously differentiable on [0, 1], then following inequality 
holds. 
Theorem (2.4.2): If C0|(5) is the modulus of continuity of / ' (x) and 
/ ' E C' [O, l] then 
1 ^ 1 A \BAf;x)-f(x)\<h"'a), f ; n ^ 
2.5 Saturation of Bernstein Operators: 
The situation with regard to Bernstein polynomials is as follows: 
It is known that if/has continuous derivative / ' which satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition 
\f{b)-f'{a)\<K\b-a\ 0<a<b<\ 
then 
I ^n if' x)- f{x)\ = 0 - uniformly inx 
Furthermore, 0 (l/«) can not be improved by increasing the smoothness off, 
because of the following result of Voronowskoja [39']. 
Theorem (2.5.1) : Let f{x) be a continuous function defined on [0, 1]. 
Suppose/has a second order derivative at a point x, i.e. there are constants/' 
(x) and/' (x), so that 
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/(x+ h)^f (x) + f {x)h + 1 / " /z^  + 0 (h') 
then 
B„ (/; x) = f{x) + -\~x (\-x) f" (x)| + 0 {-
n [2 J \n) 
due to this result it has been conjectured (see Lorentz [25]) that a function/ 
defined on [0, 1] can satisfy. 
5„(/;x)-/(x)i = 0 
uniformly for some interval, only if, / is linear on that interval. 
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CHAPTER-3 
BEST POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION IN SPACES 
3.1 Introduction: 
The problem of best approximation (A) and best simultaneous 
approximation have been studied extensively by Singer [39], Diaz and 
Mclaughlin [13] and many others. A relationship between these two notions 
in inner product spaces and normed linear spaces is established here. A 
sufficient condition for the existence of best approximation (B) of every 
element of a general normed linear space in an arbitrary subspace is also 
provided. A uniqueness theorem on best simultaneous approximation in 
metric space is proved. 
Let X be a normed linear space and G a subspace of X 
Definition (3.1.1). An element ^ o ^ G is said to be a best approximation (A) 
of the element x e X if and only if 
\\x-gA^\\x-g\\ (geG). 
Definition (3.1.2). An element go e^  G is a best approximation (B) of the 
element X eXif and only if 
llgo-^ll^ll^-^ll feeG). 
Definition (3.1.3). An element go e^  G is said to be a best simultaneous 
approximation of the pair xi, X2 in X if and only if 
max(j|x, -go II, X2-goll)^max(||x,-g||, jlx^-gjl) {g&G). 
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In an inner product space, 
xly <:> {x,y) = 0 
whereas in a normed linear space, 
x l J <=> II x+i}'\\> \\x\\ 
for every scalar t. 
There are other definition^ for the notion of orthogonality in a normed 
linear space, which are not used here (see James [18]). 
Definition (3.1.4). Let G be a subspace of an inner product space X (or a 
normed linear space). Then G"^  is defined as 
G^ = {x £ X : X 1 g for all g G G]. 
Le F be a normed linear space and M a subspace of Y. Diaz and 
McLaughlin [13] have proved that he element q e M which is a best 
approximation (A) of the arithmetic mean of F and/in Fneed not be a best 
simultaneous approximation of the pairF,/ i.e., the equality. 
\\\{F^f)-q\\ =inf | | i (F + / ) - p | | 
need not imply the equality 
max(|| F- ql ||/-^||) = inf max (|| F - pi \\ f- p ||). 
peM 
In this direction the following theorems shall be proved. 
Theorem (3.1.1). LetXbe an inner product space and G be a subspace of X 
Then every pair xi, xj in G^  has a best simultaneous approximation in G, 
which is also a best approximation (A) of the arithmetic mean of Xi and xj. 
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Proof of the Theorem (3.1.1). Let || x, || > || x^ ||. For all g eG, 
| |x,| |>||x,| | ^\\x,\\' + \\gf>\\x,f+\\gf 
^\\x^- gf>\\x^-gf, asxpXjeG^ 
=>IUi - g 11^  11^2-^ 11 
^maxjlx, -gtW^i -gll) = IUi ~S\\ 
Since 
\\x,f <\\x,f+\\gf [geG] 
it follows that 
11^ ,11' ^Wh-gf {geG) 
and hence 
|x,|| = inf | | x , - ^ | 
geG 
I.e., 
max (jl X, II, IIX2II) = inf max (j|x, - g ||, ||x2 - g 
i.e., 0 is a best simultaneous approximation of x, and x^. 
Since, for all g e G 
I A i I wv^ . j 2 ^ 11 "^i ' -^T i|2 
< + 11^ 1 
it is obvious that 
\^^f ^w'A^-gf 
Hence 
I A i " r vV^ 
= inf | |^^^i^-g| 2 " g^G 2 
i.e. O is also best approximation of -(x, +X2) in G. Similar proof if 
X2II > IIX, 
Theorem (3.1.2). Let B be a normed linear space and M be a subspace of B. 
then every pair X;, X2 m M^ has a best simultaneous approximation in M, 
which is also a best approximation (A) of -(x, +X2), if x, and Xj are 
linearly dependent. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.1.2). Let || x, || > \x^ ||. Then, for every g e M and 
a (scalar). 
max (11 Xi II, II Xj 
Therefore 
< | |x ,+agi 
< max(||x, +ag||, \x^ +ag| |) . 
m a x (11 X, II, II X2 = inf max (|| x, - g||, \x^-g 
geM 
i.e. O is a best simultaneous approximation of x, and x^. 
Since O is a best approximation (A) of every element x, e M^ and 
since whenever x, e M"*-, ox, e M'^ (a scalar), It follows that 
Xj + Xj X] + /LX| I 1 + /I 
V ^ / 
X, (for some X) 
has 0 as its best approximation (A). Similar proof if \\xj \\ > \\ x, ||. 
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Theorem (3.1.3). If, for every subspace V of X there exists atleast one 
element x e J^F such that x has a best approximation (B) in V, then for any 
subspace F of ^ every element inXhas a best approximation (B) in V. 
For the proof, we need lemma. 
Lemma (3.1.1). Let V, Wbe two subspaces of Xsuch that V aW.lf x€ W 
has a best approximation (B) in W and if every element of W has a best 
approximation (B) in V, then x has a best approximation (B) in V. 
Proof of the Lemma (3.1.1). Letj^ o be a best approximation (B) in W of x 
i.e. Il^-:v||> \\y^-y\\ for all y&W. 
Let zo be a best approximation (B) in Vofyg. 
i.e. |l>^o-zl|>|l2o-z|| forallzeF. 
Then 
\\z,-z\\ <||>;o-z||<||x-zl|, for all z&V. 
i.e , O is a best approximation (B) of x in V. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.1.3). Let S be the collection of all subspaces U 
containing V such that every element of U has a best approximation (B) in 
V. Then S is not empty. Introduce partial ordering (set inclusion) in Z. 
Clearly every chain in I has an upper bound in Z. Therefore by Zom's 
lemma, S has a maximal element in E. Let ^be a maximal element in I, 
Now, if W ?!: X, let X ^ W. Then, by assumption, x has a best 
approximation (B) in W. Every element of the subspace (x, W) has a best 
approximation (B) in V, which contradicts the maximality of W. 
eczp 
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Theorem (3.1.4). Every convex proximinal set in a strictly convex metric 
linear space is Chebyshev. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.1.4). Let KhQ a convex proximinal set in a strictly 
convex metric linear space (X. d) (see Ahuja et al. [3]). For a given pair xi, 
xi in X, if possible, let, k\,k\ eK ht such that 
max \d\k\, x,\ d[k^, x-^)} = max '^\^\,x^\ d\k\, x^=r 
Where 
Then 
and 
r - inf {max (j ( ,^x,), d{k.,x.^: k^K\ 
d[kl, X,) < r, d[k*2, x j < r 
d{k^, Xj) < r, d {k^, Xj)< r. 
X being strictly convex, 
d — — X <r 
and 
d 
^kl + k' ^ 
» 7 • 
<r, unless k^ = k^. 
which contradicts the definition of r, since -\kl + k])e K. Hence k^ = k'^. 
3,2 Approximately Compactness: 
The notion of approximately compact set was introduced by Efimov 
and Steckin [14] to study the problem of best approximation. Singer [39] has 
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shown that if G is a non-void approximately compact set in a metric space 
{X, d) then G is proximinal i.e. for each x 6^^ the set 
Ug (x)= {geG\d[x, G)] = d (x, G)] is non-void. 
Some properties of this set have been already proved Singer [39]. 
Here, Narang and Khanna [31 c] showed Theorem 4,2.1 that ao (x) is 
compact if G is approximately compact, and also proved Theorem 3.2.2 than 
approximately compact Cebysev set in a metric space (X, d) is a retraction 
of X. Finally, Narang and Khanna [31 c] established theorem 3.2.3 a 
relationship between best approximation and best simultaneous 
approximation in metric linear spaces by showing that if M is a subspace of 
a metric linear space (X, d) in which orthogonality is homogeneous then 
every pair xi, Xi in M"^  has a best simultaneous approximation in M which is 
also a best approximation of -(x, +X2) if X/ and X2 are linearly dependent. 
Deflnition (3.2.1): A set G in a metric space (X, d) is said to be 
'approximatively compact' if for each x eXand every sequence <gn> in G 
with 
Urn d{x,g„)= d{x,G) 
n->« 
there exists a subsequence <gnk> converging to an element of G. 
Definition (3.2.2): A set G in a metric space (X, d) is said to be 'proximinal' 
if for each x eXihevQ exists a point g EG which is nearest to x i.e. 
a^^ (x)= {g^G\d{x, G)} = d (x, G)} is non-empty for xe X. If 
a^ (x) consists of exactly one point for each x e X then G is called a 
'Cebysev set'. 
Definition (3.2.3): If G is a proximinal set in a metric space {X, d) then the 
set-valued mapping PG(^) defined on X, which takes each point x of Xto the 
set OQ (X) is called the 'nearest point map' or metric projection. Clearly 
^cfk) ^ ^ for each ^ E G . 
Definition (3.2.4): A subset G of a metric space (X, d) is said to be a 
'retraction' of X (notion due to Borsuk [6]) if there exists a continuous 
functions r : X -->G such that r(y) = y for ail y eG. 
Definition (3.2.5): An element x of a metric linear space (X, d) is said to be 
'orthogonal' to another element y e X(notion introduced in Narang [31 
2i\)xly\f 
d (x, O) < (i (x, Xy) for each scalar L 
If M is a subspace of a metric linear space (X, d), they defined Af^ 
as 
M^ = {x e X: X 1 g for all g e M}. 
Orthogonality in X is said to be 'homogeneous' if x, e M^ implies 
ca, eM^ for every scalar a. 
Definition (3.2.6): Let G be a subspace of a metric space {X, d). An element 
go e G is said to be a 'best simultaneous approximation' of the pair Xj, X2, e 
X\f 
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max {d {x^,go), d{x-^, g^^)] = inf max [d (x,, g), d{x2,g)\ 
The following theorem shows that the set of best approximation in G 
to an element x&X, i.e. the set o;f;(x) is compact if G is approximately 
compact. 
Theorem (3.2.1): If G is an approximatively compact set in a metric space 
{X, d) then the set ao (x), is compact. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.2.1): Let <gn> be a sequence in ao (x). This 
means that 
d{x,g„) = d (x, G) for all n and so 
lim d{x,g„)= d(x,G). 
Since G is approximately compact, <gn> has a subsequence <gnk> 
converging to an element g*, As a^x) is closed (Singer [39], g* G ac (x)). 
Corollary (3.2.1): aG(x) is compact if G is spherically compact. 
This follows from the fact that every spherically compact set in a 
metric space is approximatively compact. 
Corollary (3.2.2): agix) is compact if G is boundedly compact closed set. 
This follows from the result that every boundedly compact closed set 
in a metric space is approximatively compact (Singer [39]). 
Narang and Khanna [31 c], showed that an approximatively compact 
set in a metric space (X, d) is a retraction of X. For compact spaces this result 
v/as proved by Kurtowski [19']. 
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Theorem (3.2.2):An approximatively compact Cebysev set in a metric 
space (X, d) is a retraction of X. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.2.2): Let G be an approximatively compact 
Cebysev set in (X, d), Consider the nearest point map PG (X). 
Since PQ (X) is continuous (The nearest point map onto an 
approximatively compact Cebysev set in a metric space is continuous 
(Singer [39]) and PG(g) = g for all g e G, G is a retraction of X. 
The problem of best approximation and best simultaneous 
approximation has been studied by many investigators (Singer [39]), Ahuja 
and Narang [4]). Narang and Khanna [31 b] derived a relationship between 
these two notions in metric linear spaces. (In normed linear spaces this result 
v/as given by Muthukumar [30]. 
Theorem (3.2.3): Let Mhe a. subspace of metric linear space (X, d). Then 
every pair xi, X2 e M""" has a best simultaneous approximation in M which is 
also a best approximation of arithmetic mean of xj, X2, if xj, xj are linearly 
dependent and orthogonality inXis homogenous. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.2.3): Let x,, x^  G M^ and let d{x,, 0)> /^(xjO) 
(The case d(x2, 0) > d (xi, 0) is similar). 
Then 
max {d (xi, O), d {x^, O)} = d (x,, O) 
< d[x, ag) for all g eMas xj eM^ 
< max {d (x, ,ag), d (x.^, ag)} for all g E M 
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This implies 
max {c/(x,, O), d{x^, O)} = inf {d (x,, ag), d{x2, ag)] 
geM 
< max {d (x,, O), d (xj, O)} 
Thus 
max {d{x^, O), d{x2, O)} < inf max {d (xj, ag), ^/(xj, ag)} 
geM 
i.e. 0 is a best simultaneous approximation to Xi and xj. 
X,+X2 X,+ AXi _ (l+/l)x, 
Now, if xi and X2 are linearly dependent then 
L L /. 
for some scalar A,. Since O is a best approximation of every element x\ eVt 
(Marang [31 a] and as orthogonality in X is homogenous, xi e M"*" implies 
^x, &M^ and so O is best approximation to -^^  ^x, i.e. to — ^ 
Itemark 1. The homogeneity of orthogonality is necessary in Theorem 
3.2.3. It follows from the result (Narang [31 a]. "Let G be a subspace of a 
metric linear space {x,d) xeX|G and g^&G. Then go is a best 
approximation to x if and only if x-go'G (0, is best approximation to 
--(1 + A)X, if and only if - ( 1 + A)X, - (9E M^ i.e. if and only if 
-^(I+;L)X, G M ^ ) . 
Remark 2. The first part of Theorem 3.2.3 can be generalized for n, n> 2 
elements, whether the second part of the theorem also holds for linear metric 
spaces is not known. Narang and Khanna [31 c]. However, this does hold in 
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inner product spaces. A Proof similar to that given in Muthukumar ([30], 
Theorem 3.2.3), can be easily constructed. 
3.3 Best Simultaneous Approximation: 
Diaz and McLaughin [14, 13] and Dunhum [10] have considered the 
problem of simultaneously approximating two continuous fiinctions f\ and^ 
by elements of C, a nonempty family of real-valued continuous functions on 
[a, b] . These results in a general setting have been given by Holland [18] 
and Bosznay [6']. It is the aim to prove some further results under relaxed 
conditions. 
Let C be a subset of a normed linear space X. Given any bounded 
subset F in X, define. 
d{F,C)^ inf sup | | / -c | | . 
c &C feF 
An element c in C is said to be a best simultaneous approximation to 
set F if 
d(F,C)= sup| | /-c | | . 
feF 
The following main theorem is given in [18] 
Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and let 4^ be a closed 
bounded and convex subset of X. For any compact subset F of X, there 
exists a unique best simultaneous approximation to F from elements of A. 
The following theorem where the condition of uniform convexity has 
been relaxed. 
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Theorem (3.3.1): Let X be a strictly convex, Banach space, and C a weakly 
compact, convex subset of X. Then there exists a unique best simultaneous 
approximation from the elements of C to any given compact subset F of X. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.3.1): By Definition c in C is said to be a best 
simultaneous approximation to F if 
^(F,C)=sup| | / -c | | . 
It is proved in [18] that the function O defined by 
0(c) = sup II / - cjl 
is convex and continuous and is, therefore, a weakly lower semicontinuous 
function on C. Since C is a weakly compact subset of X, O attains its 
infimum at c in C, say. 
Therefore, 
d{F, C) = sup II f-c\\. 
f e f 
Thus the best simultaneous approximation is unique. 
Let C] and C2, ci ^ cj, be two best simultaneous approximations by 
elements of F, i.e., 
sup II / - c, II = sup II / - Cj II = d, say. 
Then sup\\ f-{c,+c,)/2\\ = d. 
f e F 
Since F is compact there exists a / e F with 
sup II / - -^4^1! = II / - -^^^^11 = d, is then follows that 
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| | / - c , | | - d and II / - C2II = fif. 
Since X is strictly convex, which gives c\ = Ci-
The following theorem, due to Holland [18], can be obtained as a 
corollary. 
Let C be a closed, bounded and convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X. Then for any compact subset F of X there exists a unique 
best simultaneous approximation to F from the elements of C. 
Since a uniformly convex Banach space is strictly convex and 
reflexive. Also, C is weakly compact so the result follows from Theorem 
(3.3.1) 
In [18] the following interesting theorem has been proved. 
Let C be a finite dimensional subspace of a strictly convex normed 
linear space X. Then there exists one and only one best simultaneous 
approximation from the elements of C to any given compact subset F 
ofX. 
A natural question is suggested by this theorem. In this hypothesis of 
finite dimension really necessary ? Sahney and Singh [35'] prove the 
following. 
Theorem (3.3.2): Let X be a strictly convex normed linear space and C a 
reflexive subspace of X. Then for any nonempty compact subset F of X 
there exists one and only one best simultaneous approximation in C. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.3.2): by Definition 
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d{F,C)= inf sup| | / -c | | . 
The function O : C -> R defined by 
o(c)=sup| | / -c | | 
is continuous and convex on C [18]. Since F is compact, so | | / 1 | <Mfor 
every/EJ^. 
Takesihsi\\B=B(0,2M)cC. 
Then 
inf sup II f-c II = inf sup || / - c|| < M. 
ceB f ^ p ceC f ^ p 
The ball B is weakly compact in C and O is a weakly lower semi 
continuous function on B. Therefore O attains its infimum in B for some c e 
B, say, which is a best simultaneous approximation to F, i.e., 
d{F.C)= sup | | / -c | | . 
f e f 
Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 3.3.1. 
The above theorem is given in [6']; we have proved Theorem 3.3.2 
along the lines given in [18] 
3.4 Some Generalization inBest Simultaneous Approximation : 
Several mathematicians have studied the problem of best simultaneous 
approximation [4, 36]. Recently Sahney and Singh proved two results 
(Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [35] extending results of Holland et al. [18 b]. 
The uniqueness part of Theorem 1 of [35] is incorrect and the uniqueness 
part of Theorem 2 of [35] was given by Ahuja and Narang [4], A more 
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general form of theorem 2 is available [37]. In this note Narang [31 b] 
proved a result which corrects the existence part of Theorem 7 of [4], the 
uniqueness part of Theorem 1 of [35] and also note that the two resuhs 
proved by Sahney and Singh [35'] are particular cases of the earlier proved 
results by Sastry and Naidu [37] and Sahney and Singh [35]. 
Definition (3.4.1): Let C be a subset of a normed linear space X. Given any 
bounded subset F of X, define. 
d{F,C)= inf sup \\y-x\\. 
•« £ C y^p-
An element x* in C is said to be a best simultaneous approximation to F if 
d{F,C)= sup ||j;-x*||. 
y 5 F 
Definition (3.4.2): A bounded subset F of a normed linear space X is said to 
be remotal with respect to a subset to a subset C of X if for each x e C there 
exists a point/ e F farthest from x, i.e., 
| | x - / | | >||x->^|| for all yeF. 
F is said to be uniquely remotal if such an/exists and is unique. 
It is easy to see that every compact subset of a normed linear space is 
remotal with respect to the whole space. 
The following two lemmas given in [18] will be used in the proof of 
the next theorem : 
Lemma (3.4.1): Let C be any subset of a normed linear space X and F be a 
bounded subset of X. Then the mapping O : C -> IR defined by 
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O (x) = sup II >• - X II. 
is continuous. 
Lemma (3.4.2): Let C be a convex subset of a normed linear space X and F 
be any subset of X. If c\ are best simultaneous approximation to F by 
elements of C then A,Ci + ( 1 - A-) C2, 0 < A, < 1, is also a best simultaneous 
approximation to F. 
The following theorem, which corrects the existence part of Theorem 
7 of [35] and the uniqueness part of Theorem 1 of [35], gives the existence 
and uniqueness of elements of best simultaneous approximation. 
Theorem (3.4.1): (Best Simultaneous Approximation Theorem). Let X 
be a strictly convex normed linear space, C a compact convex subset of X 
and F be a subset of X which is remotal with respect to C. Then there exists 
a unique best simultaneous approximation in C to F. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.4.1): (Existence). Consider the function O defined 
previously. By Lemma 3.4.1, this function is continuous. Since C is 
compact, O attains its infimum at some x G C.i.e., 
sup ||>'- X* II =o(x j= inf 0(x) = inf sup || >• - x||. 
This establishes the existence of an element of best simultaneous 
approximation. 
Uniqueness. Suppose xl,x\,x\ * x^ in C are two best simultaneous 
approximation. To the set. F i.e., 
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inf sup ||x- y \\ = sup|| y - x* || = sup|| y - xl\\ = r {say} (3.4.1) 
By Lemma 3.4.2 and the convexity of C, [x[ + x*)/ 2 e C, is also an element 
of best simultaneous approximation to F, i.e., 
supII y - ^ '\\ = r 
y e F ^ 
Since F is remotal with respect to C, there exists an element/ in F such that 
ii/_k±i)|i = , 
117 2 
Now (3.4.1) implies 
| | /*-x; | |<r and | | / ' -x ; | |< r 
and since the space is strictly convex, then 
11/ -(x;+x;)/2|| <r 
unless X* = x^. This contradicts (3.4.2) and hence the uniqueness. 
Remarks 
(1) Uniqueness of the element of best simultaneous approximation is also 
guaranteed if the function O defined above attain its infimum at 
exactly one X eC. 
(2) The unique remotality of F does not guarantee the uniqueness of 
element of best simultaneous approximation as claimed by Sahney 
and Singh (in [35], Theorem 1). 
(3) Theorem 2 of [35] was proved in a more general form by Sastry and 
Naidu ([37], Theorem 3). 
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(4) Using arguments similar to those of Theorem 2 of [35] or Theorem 1 
of [37], it can be shown that the above theorem holds if C is a 
bounded weakly sequentially compact convex set. 
Sahney and Singh [35] proved the following two theorems on best 
simultaneous approximation : 
Theorem (3.4.2): Let X be a strictly convex Banach space, and C a weakly 
compact, convex subset of X. Then there exists a unique best simultaneous 
approximation from the elements of C to any given subset F of X 
Theorem (3.4.3): Let X be a strictly convex normed linear space and C a 
reflexive subspace ofX Then for any nonempty compact subset F of Xthere 
exists one and only one best simultaneous approximation in C. 
Since every compact set is remotal, Theorem 3.4.2 is particular case 
of the following result proved by Sastry and Naidu in Theorem 3 of [37] (see 
also remark (4) above). 
Theorem (3.4.4): If X is a strictly convex normed linear space, K is 
boundedly weakly sequentially compact and convex and F is farthest point 
set with respect to K, then there exists a unique best simultaneous 
approximation to F from K. 
Theorem 3.4.3 is a particular case of the following result proved by 
Sahney and Singh in Theorem 2 of [35]. Similar result was also proved by 
Bosznay [6']. 
Theorem (3.4.5): Let X be a strictly convex normed linear space and C a 
reflexive subspace of X. Then there exists one and only one best 
m 
simultaneous approximation from the elements of C to any set F that is 
remotal with respect to C. 
3.5 Best Li -Simultaneous Approximation: 
Let (Q, A, |a) be a finite measure space. For 1 <p < oo, denote by Lp 
(Q, A, \i) the collection of all equivalence classes of A-measurable real 
valued functions on Q with norm || /||p = [ j / l TP |J '' < <» • 
Let C cL^ be a nonempty convex L^ - closed subset of I,. For/and 
g in i,, let D stands for the set of all best Z,, -simultaneous approximants of 
/and g by elements of C, i.e. h ED if. 
\\f-hl+\\g-hl =inf{| | /-c | | ,+| |g-c| | , :ceC}. (3.5.1) 
In general D has infinitely many elements, as in the case with single 
best Z,, - approximants [24]. However in [24], it was shown that there is a 
best Z, - approximant called the natural best Z, - approximant satisfying the 
following definifion : let / e ij D C. An element /z* e C is called the 
natural bestZi - approximant of/ if for each best Zj-approximant h^h\ 
there exists a real number p* = p' (h) > 1 such that 
ll/-/2*ll, < l l / -^ l l , forallpe ( 1 , / ] . 
Moreover h was characterized to be the best I,-approximant 
minimizing l\f-h\\n\f-h\ among all best I, - approximants h. It was 
also shown that h^ -> h' strongly in Z,, as pi 1, where hp is the unique best 
L^ - approximant of/by elements of C. 
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Sahab Salem [33 b] generalized the results of [24] to the simultaneous 
case, particularly Theorem 2 in [24]. Basically, there are three parts to this 
important result: Existence, characterization and Convergence. 
Elefinition (3.5.1): Let (Q, A /I) he a finite measure space. Let/ g e Lj (Q, 
A, fj.) and C be an L^ closed subset of Z,. Let D c C be the set of all best L\-
simulatneous approximants of/and g. An element h eDis called a natural 
best Lpsimulatneous approximant of/and g if for each h e D with h^h*, 
there exists a real number p' = p* (h) > 1 such that 
ii/-/^'ii;+k-/^*ii;<ii/-/^ii;+k-/^ii^ (3.5.2) 
for all p G (l,p ]. 
Clearly there is at most one such h * for every pair/and g. 
Theorem (3.5.1): Let (D, A, ju) be a finite measure space and 
C c Lj {Q., A, jj) an Z, -closed convex set. Then for/andg in L\+ with 0# 
D aL, + 
(i) Existence There exists a natural best Zpsimultnaeous approximation 
of/and g by elements of C, say li. 
(ii) Characterization, h is the unique best Lpsimultaneous approximant 
off and g minimizing \[\ f -h\\n\f -h\+\g- h\\n\g -h] d/j. for all 
heD. 
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Lemma (3.5.1): Let f, g, h* be as in Theorem 3.5.L Let {p„}'^^i be a 
sequence of numbers decreasing to 1, and let h„ = h^^ eCnLp^ be the unique 
element satisfying (3.5.1), n = 1, 2, Then. 
h^„-..jmf-h„)+</>(\g-hJ)W <lmf-h'\)+^{\g-h'\)]dM (3.5.2) 
Proof of the Lemma (3.5.1): By the Mean Value Theorem for A; > 0, p > 1 
{d/dp){x'')p^^ = [{x''-\)/ip-\]-^x'' lnx>xlnx for some;?'e (l,;?) and 
hence for every n = l,2,... we have 
H\f-K\)<[f-K\''"-\f-hJ]/ip„-\), (3.5.3) 
and 
Hg-M)^y-M'"-\g-K\]^ip.-il (3.5.4) 
By definition ofh„ and h* we have 
l\f-K\''"+\g-K\''"\dju<i\f-h*\'"+\g-h*r"\dM, (3.5.5) 
and 
j\f-h*\'"+\g-h'\''"\dju<\\f-hJ+\g-hj\dM. (3.5.6) 
Adding (3.5.3) to (3.5.4) and integrating and using (3.4.5) and (3.5.6) 
v^ e obtain 
jl^i\f-K\)+Oi^g-hj)]dM 
<l/{p„-l){\\f-h'\''" + \g-h'\''"]dM-l\f-h'\+\g-h*\]dju\ (3.5.7) 
Thus 
Q, (1) = lim fe {l+S)-Q, (\)]/S} = lim fe (s) - Q, (l)]/ {S-\)}, 
= lim fe (pj- Q, (iy{p„ -1)]} = lim fe (p„)- Q, (l)]/(p„ - l)}. (3.5.8) 
/)„ * i n —>^  CO 
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Take h = h in (3.5.8) and let n^ooin (4.5.7) to obtain (3.5.2). 
Lemma (3.5.2): Let h„ be as in Lemma 3.5.L If h„ -> hg weakly in L], then 
h, e D and \\f-h„ ||, +|| g-Kh-^\\f- h, ||, + \\g-h, ||,. (3.5.9) 
Proof of Lemma (3.5.2): Since h„ eC for all n and C is weakly closed, 
then HQ e C. Let h e D. Since f - h„ -> f - h^ weakly then using (E) and 
Properties of Lp- norms together with the definitions of/2„ and h we obtain 
ll/-/2olll+ll.?-^olll 
^^liMn-.Jf-K\\\ +lim„^oo l|g-^JIi 
<\h^n^.[\\f -hX^+\\g-hJ\J <Mi„^.[\\f-hJ ^„ +\\g- P„l] 
<\imn -^"||/-/z||^^ +lin„-^^ \\g-h\\p^ 
= ll/-/^ll,+llg-/^ll, =«^  (3.5.10) 
Hence ho € D. Since h eZ) was arbitrary in (3.5.10), suppose h = ho so that 
(3.5.9) holds and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma (3.5.3): Let h„ be as above. Then h„ -> h' weakly in L\. 
Proof of Lemma (3.5.3): By Lemma 3.5.1, we conclude that J /-/?„ |}"=i 
and hence {/z„ }J^ ,- are uniformly intergrable. Therefore for each sequence of 
{/zjj^ j there exists a sub subsequence {h„^ }j_j and an element h^ e Z, such 
that h^^ -^ h^ weakly as A:-> co. We show that h^^h*. By (A) and Lemma 
3.5.1 we conclude that 
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^fe^. mf-hJdM + lm^^ jo(|g-/zjV//, 
^lim,^« \[^(\f-hJ) + ^g-hj)]dM 
<^,^Jmf-K\) + H\8-hJ)]dM 
<l[oy-h'\)+0\g-h'\]dM. (3.5.11) 
Since h^e D hy Lemma 3.5.2, and h' is unique by Theorem 3.5.1 we must 
have /?o = /?* and h„ -> /z* weakly. This establish the Lemma. 
Theorem (3.5.3): (Strong Convergence) Let {h„} " ,^ and h* be as defined 
in Lemma 3.5.1, then /?„ -^ h' strongly in Li. 
Proof of the Theorem (3.5.3): By Lemma 3.5.1 we must have either 
M„.„ iMf-K \)dju < mf-h*)dM, (3.5.12) 
or 
lim„.« iHg-K \)dM ^ mg-h')dju, (3.5.13) 
Assume without loss of generality that (3.5.12) holds. By Lemma 
3.5.3, we have h„ -> h' weakly, so / - /?„ -> f-h' weakly. Replacing ho 
and h by h* in (3.5.10) we have \\f-h„ l-^Wf-h' ||i Applying (C) we 
conclude that \f - hj~^\f - h' \ weakly. By (3.5.12) and (B) we have 
\f-h„\^\f-^'\ weakly in I, . Finally by (D) we conclude that 
f-K^f-h' strongly in Zj or h^ -^ h" strongly in L], The proof is now 
complete. 
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3.6 Subinner Product In Simultaneous Approximation: 
Let E be a linear space over real or complex number field K. A 
mapping (,) of E x E into K will be called subinner product on E if the 
following conditions (PI)- (P3) are satisfied 
(PI) . (x,x)s ^ 0 ifX 7^0, 
(P2) (kx, y)s = A, (x, y)s and (x, Xy)s = A, (x, y)s for all ?i e K 
and X, y in E; 
(P3) (x + ;;, z\ = (x, z\ + (y, z\ for all x, y, z in E. 
This concept is a natural generalization of inner product of semi-inner 
product in the sense of G. Lumer [26 b], of semi-inner product in the sense 
of R.A. Tapia defined on smooth normed spaces [39'] and of R-semi-inner 
product which was introduced in [14b] 
Definition (3.6.1): Let E be a linear space and (,)s be a subinner product on 
it. The element x e £ is said to be orthogonal over y e Em the sense of 
subinner product or S-orthogonal, for short, if (y, x)s = 0. We 
denote x Ly. 
The following properties of S-orthogonality are obvious from the 
above definition: 
(i) x l y, xL z imply x l (y + z), 
(ii) xLy,kE K imply x].Xy and Xxl.y. 
^ s s 
Now, let G be a nonvoid subset of £•. Then 
G 1 ' : = |y e ^ I ;i; 1 X for all X e G} 
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will be called the orthogonal complement of G in the sense of subinner 
product or S-orthogonal complement of G, for short. We also remark that: 
Oe G l \ Gr^G 1^ e {o} and xe G l \ ae K imply ax e Gl^ . 
The above orthogonality extend usual orthogonality in inner product 
spaces orthogonality in the sense of Giles [14 e] and Tapia [39'] and R-
orthogonality which was introduced in [14b]. 
Now, we recall some concepts and results in best approximation 
theory in normed linear spaces that will be used in the sequel. 
Let E be normed space and x, y two elements in E. The vector x is 
called orthogonal in the sense of Birkhoff over _y if || x + Ay\\> \\x \\ for all^  
AeK. We denote thisxlJ. 
If G is a nondense linear subspace in E and : 
PG M- = \SO^ G\ II^ 0 - goII = inf II g-XoIII \ g € G 
Denotes the set of best approximation element referring tox^ € £'\ G in G, 
then he following simple characterization lemma in term of Birkhoff s 
orthogonality holds (see [39]). 
Lemma (3,6.1): Let E, G, XQ be as above and go e G. Then go e PG (XQ) if 
and only if XQ - g^ IG 
For other characterization of best approximation element in normed 
linear spaces see the monography [14 a, 14 c, 39]. 
The following result is also valid. 
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Lemma (3.6.2): Let Ehea smooth normed linear space [,] be the semi-inner 
product in the sense of Lumer which generates its norm and x, y two 
elements in E. Then xLy (i.e., [y, x] = 0) if and only if x ly. 
B 
Definition (3.6.2): Let E be a linear space (,)s be a subinner product on E, G 
be a proper linear subspace in E, XQ e E\ G and go e G. The vector go is 
called the best approximation element of Xo, in G in the sense of subinner 
product or S-best approximation element of XQ, for short x^- g^ 1 G. 
Denote go eP^ (XQ) 
The following simple characterization holds. 
Proposition (3.6.1): Let E, (, )s, G, XQ and go be as above. Then go e P^ (xj 
iff there exists an element w^ eO 1^ such that. 
^0 = ^0 + ^0 (3 .6 .1) 
The proof is obvious from the definition of S-best approximation 
element. 
From he above proposition we have the following corollary. 
Corollary (3.6.1): If E, (,)s, G, xo and go are as above, then the following 
statement are equivalent: 
(i) PGM contains at least one [at most one (a unique) ] element: 
(ii) There exists at least one [at most one (a unique)] element go e G and 
at least one [at most one (a unique)] element w^ eG 1^ such that 
(3.6.1) holds. 
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The following result is important in the sequel. 
Proposition (3.6.2): Let £,{,)$ be as above and / be a non-zero linear 
functional on E,x^eE\ Ker (/) and g^ e Ker ( / ) . Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(ii) The following representation holds : 
/W= fM(x,(^o-go)/{^o-go)l)^ forall xe£, (3.6.2) 
v/here (XQ - gj^ denotes {x, - go. ^ o " So)s • 
Proof of the Proposition (3.6.2): Let go^PL(f){xo) and put 
Wo • = w,-g, ^0 
Then w^ e Ker (/) 1^ . Since / (x) w^  -/(wg) x e Ker (/) for all x e E, 
hence (/ {X)WQ - /(WQ)^' ^O)S - ^ ^^^^ implies : 
fix) fc. 0^ )s = / K )(^ = ^0 )s for all X ff £. 
Because (w^)] ^ 0, we obtain the desired representation. 
Conversely, if (3.6.2) is valid and since / (XQ) ^ 0, then 
Xo - go I Ker (/), i.e. go e P ,^,(^ )(xo). 
The next corollary 3.6.2 is also valid. 
Corollary (3.6.2): Let/and XQ be as above. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(') ^L if) (^ 0) contains at least one [at most one (a unique)] element; 
M 
(ii) There exists at least one [at most one (a unique)] element g^ e Ker[f) 
such that the presentation (3.6.2) holds. 
By the use of Proposition 3.6.2 we can prove the second 
characterization of S-best approximation element. 
Proposition (3.6.3): Let G be a linear subspace in E, ( , )s be a subinner 
product on E,XQ e E\G and g^ e G. Then g^ e P^ {XQ) if and only if for all 
linear functional defined in G0Sp (XQ) such that Ker (/) = G, the following 
representation holds: 
/ W = f{xo)(x, {xo - go) / (^ 0 - Sofsl fo^  all xeG®Sp (x,) (3.6.3) 
The following result is valid too. 
Corollary (3.6.3): Let G and XQ be as above. Then P^ (x„) contains a least 
one [at most one (a unique)] element if and only if for all linear functional 
defined on G© Sp (XQ) such that Ker (/) = G there exists at least one [at most 
one (a unique)] element go eG such that (3.6.3) holds. 
Firstly, we recall these concepts in the classic sense. 
A proper linear subspace G in normed linear space E is called 
proximinal [semitcheby-chefian (tchbychefian)] in E if for every x^eE the 
se Pg (xo) contains at least one [at most one (a unique)] element. 
For some characterizations of proximinal [semitchebychefian 
(tchebychefian)] sub-spaces in a normed space see the monography 
[14 a, 14 c, 39]. 
As in the case of normed spaces, we can introduce the following 
classes of linear subspaces. 
Definition (3.6.3): Let £ be a linear space and (, )s be a subinner product on 
it. He linear subspace G, G ^ E, will be called proximinal [semichebychefian 
(tcheby chefian)] in the sense of subinner product, or S-proximinal [S-
semitchebychefian (S-tchebychefian)], for short, if P^ (xj contains at least 
one [at most one (a unique)] element for all XQ in E. 
The following theorem of characterization holds. 
Theorem (3.6.1): Let G be a linear subspace in E and (,)s be a subinner 
product on it. Then G is S-semitchebychefian [S-proximinal 
(S-tchebychefian)] if and only if for all xe E there exists at most one [at 
least (a unique)] element x' eG and at most one [at least one (a unique)] 
element x" G G1^ so that 
X = X' + X", 
and we denote that: £ = Ge G l ' [E ^ G + G 1^ (E = G ® G 1^)\. 
The proof is obvious from the definition of semitchebychefian 
[proximinal (tcheby-chefian)] linear subspaces in the sense of subinner 
product and from Corollary of Proposition 3.6.1. 
The following proposition contains an example of S-proximinal linear 
subspaces in linear spaces endowed with a subinner product. 
Proposition (3.6.4): Let i: and ( , )s be as above. Then every finite-
dimensional linear subspace in E is S-proximinal. 
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Proof of the Proposition (3.6.4): Let G„ be a n-dimensional linear subspace 
in E and x^ e£:\G„.Put G„^,: = G„ © Sp ( x j . Then G„ can be regard as 
hyper plane in Gn+j. 
On the other hand let [x^,...., x„^^} be a base in Gn and Xi G G„+]\G„ such that 
{xi, X2,....,Xn+i} is also a base in Gn+i. We construct the vectors (as in the 
case of inner product spaces): 
1^ =^i/(^iL 2^ =^2-fe,ei).ei,--'^».i =^ «+i - Zk+1^,)/ ' It is easy to 
/=! 
see that: 
fe.e,), = {e3,e,),=....=(e„„,e,| =0 and since: 
xi = (xi) Se^x^ = (x^eJSe, +£3 ,x„,, =Ek+i^,)'^e, +e, n+l ' 
1=1 
v^ e have {e^e2....,e„^^}is a base in G„^ | and {^jv-j^n+i) is also base in G„. 
Then {u,e^)^=0 for all weG^and since e, =/IOXO+MO with 
/Ig 6A:\{0}andwo 6G„ we obtain: (w,Xo-Vo)^=0 for all u e G„, 
whereVQ : = -I/AQU^ eO^ /.e.,Xo -v^ -G„, what is equivalent to v^ e PG{XO) 
and hence proposition is proved. 
Corollary (3.6.3): Let E and (,) S be as above. Then for all G a finite-
dimensional linear subspace in it, we have the decomposition: 
E^G+G"-'. (3.6.5) 
The following theorem establish a connection between proximinal 
[semitcheby-chefian (tchebychefian)] linear subspaces in the sense of 
subinner product and the representation of linear functional on a linear space 
endowed with a subinner product. 
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Lemma (3.6.3): Let H be hyperplane containing the null element and (,)s be 
a subinner product on it. Then H is S-proximinal if and only if there exists a 
nonzero element u in E such that uLH. 
s 
Proof of the Lemma (3.6.3): If H is S-proximinal and x^ eE\H then there 
exists an element g^eHsuch that go €P^{XQ) and putting u:=XQ-gQ we 
have u-H and r^O. 
Conversely, assume that Xg e E\H,u€ E,u-H and M;^Oandlet / b e 
s 
a nonzero linear functional on X such that H = Ker ( / ) . If we choose go: = 
XQ -{/{XO)/ f{u)u){f{u)^ O) so we have go e Ker(/) and since: 
U^o-.?o).=(/fc)//(«))U")^=Ofor all yeH, we deduce that go 
G P^ (xo),/.e.,// is S-proximinal. 
Now, we can give the main result of this section. 
Theorem (3.6.2): Let fbe a nonzero linear functional on linear space E 
and (J s be a subinner product on it. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
i) Ker (/) is S-proximinal [S-semitchebychefian S-tchebychefian)]; 
ii) There exists at least one [at most one (a unique)] element Uf e E, 
[uj] =1 such that the following representation holds: 
/W=/(" / ) (^>"/) . forallxin£. (3.6.6.)-
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Corollary (3.6.4): Let G be a linear subspace E, G ^E and Q^ be subinner 
product on it. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G is S-proximinal [S-semitchebychefian (S-tchebychefian)]; 
(ii)For all Xf^eE\G and for any f, a nonzero linear functional on 
G© iSp(x(j) such that Ker(/)=G, there exists at least one [at most 
one (a unique)] element u^^f eO® Sp{x^),{u^Qf)s=\ with the 
property: 
/(^) = / ko./) (^ ' "xo,/ ) for all X e G © Sp(x,). 
The proof follows by the previous theorem for the linear space 
Ejio'- G @ SP{XQ). We shall omit the details. 
Corollary (3.6.5): Let E and (,) be as above and G be a finite-dimensional 
linear subspace in E. Then for all nonzero linear functional on G there exists 
at least one element uofin G. (uQf)s -^ such that: 
f(x) =f(uGj (x, UGJS for allx E G. 
Further on some applications of the above results in the case of the 
smooth normed linear spaces. 
Let E be a linear space over real or complex number field K. A 
mapping [,] of EXE into i^ is a semi-inner product in the sense of Lumer or 
Z-semi-inner-product, for short, if the following conditions (P1)-(P4) are 
satisfied (see [5] or [4]): 
(PI) [x, x] > 0 for all X G £ and [x, x] = 0 implies x = 0; 
(P2) [he, y] = X[x, y] and [x, Xy] = X[x, y] for all X eK and x,;; in E; 
p—p 
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(P3) [x +y,z] = [x, z] + [y, z] for all x, y, z, in E; 
(P4) |[x. yf < [x, x] \y, y] for all x, y in E. 
It is easy to see that the mapping E GX -^ [X, xf'^ E R+is a norm on 
E and if £ is a normed space, then every I-semi-inner product on E which 
generates the norm is of the form: 
[x, y] = (J (y), xj for all x,y e E, 
Where J is a section of normalized dual mapping [32]. It is also 
known that a normed linear space E is smooth if and only if there exists a 
unique I-semi-inner product generates the norm or if and only if there exists 
a continuous L-semi-inner product which generates the norm, i.e., a L-semi-
inner product satisfying condition: 
'ZoMy,x + ty]=Rc[y,x] for all x,yEEi[\3]l 
On the other hand, in a smooth normed space the Giles orthogonality 
is equivalent to Birkhoff s orthogonality, i.e., 
\y,x] = 0 if and only if || x + Xy \\>\\x \\ for all X E K, 
and since a I-semi-inner product is a subinner product, it have the following 
results. 
Theorem (3.6.3); Let £" be a smooth normed space, [,] be the L-semi-inner 
product which generates its norm, Cr be a nondense linear subspace in E, XQ 
e E\G and go e G. Then the following statements ore equivalent: 
(i) goePG(xoy, 
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(ii) There exists an element go G G^ : (y € E\[g, yj = 0 for all g e} such 
that: xo = go+ go (3.6.8) 
(iii) For all linear functional/ e (G 0 Sp(xo))* such that G = Ker (f), the 
following representation holds: 
f(x) = [xJixjix,-g,)/\\X,-g, f] for allxeG eSp(xo). (3.6.9) 
The proof is obvious from Proposition 3.6.1. and Proposition 4.6.3. 
Corollary (3.6.6): Let E, G, XQ and [,] be as above. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) PQ (XO) contains at least one [at most one (a unique)] element; 
(ii) There exists at least one [at most one (a unique)] elements go in G and 
at least one [at most one (a unique)] elements go in G^ such that 
(3.6.8) holds; 
(lii) For all linear and continuous functional/(afe/?ne(^  on G & Sp(xo) such 
that Ker ij) = G there exists at least one [at most one (a 
unique)] element go e G with the property (3.6.9). 
Theorem (3.6.4): Let G be a [(closed)] linear subspace in smooth normed 
space E (G ?^E). Then the following sentences are equivalent: 
(i) G is semitchebychefian [proximinal (tachebychefian)]; 
(li) The following decomposition holds: 
E^Ge G^ [E^G + G^ (E^G QG^)]; 
(lii) For all XQ e E\G and for any/a nonzero continuous linear functional 
on G eSp(xo), such that Ker (/) = G, there exists at most one [at least 
one (a unique)] element u^,^ ^ eG ® SP{XQ), \\u^f\\ = 1 with the 
property that: 
f(x) = f(u^oJ [x, u^oj] for all X e G eSp(xo). 
The proof follows by theorem 3.6.1 and Theorem 3.6.2. 
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Chapter-4 
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CHAPTER-4 
DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION BY LINEAR POSITIVE 
OPERATORS 
4.1 Introduction: in 1912 Bernstein [4'] defined the operators 
BAf-,^)-t\iy('^-^)' n-k 
k=o^ 
(4.1.1) 
based on binomial distribution and used them to prove the well-known 
theorem of Weierstrass which approximate continuous functions defined on 
a closed interval of real line. 
In 1930, Kantorovitch [21] modified the Bernstein operators as follows 
^„(/;x)=(n + l)X 
;f=o 
n+l 
\fit)dt 
K 
P,a (^ ) 4.1.2 
when P„,(x)=(:y(l-xr 4.1.3 
In 1984, Khatoon [22] defined a linear positive operator v4„(/;x) and study 
its properties for a continuous fijnction defined over [0,1]. 
4.2 The Operator An (/; x): To each continuous fiinction / defined on 
[0,1]. Khatoon [22] associate a linear positive operator defined by 
^«(/;x)=f^ I(m+i) 1 \f{\-x}dt ««,.iW 4.2.1 
v/here 5 = 0, for / = 1 
s is even when / is even 
s is odd when / is odd. 
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and 
a„,Ax)="'c,i-xy{l-xy 4.2.2 
Now operator (4.2.1) can be written as 
yi + 1 ^ m=o 
m+l 
Vm+1 
««,.tW 4.2.3 
In the sequel some of the characteristics of the operator A„ {f{t)',x) 
are investigated, 
If /(/)=/Mn (4.2.3) then 
/(i-x>=(i-xyr 
and therefore 
/ "*+ ' ^ 
m 
s 
it=0 
m+l 
fr'flfr 
i 
\n,+\ J 
a„,,k (x) 
Afr";.)=tiri^2:(-.) 
m=0 
z 
^t+i N 
m+l 
k 
Km+\ j 
« m . i ( ^ ) 
or 
1 n 
4(i;^)=7—riZ('"+0 
*=0 
jdt 
k 
V/"+l J 
a„,k (^) 
/t=0 
m+l 
jtdt 
k 
Vm+1 y 
a„,kix) 
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111 
l^ t+1 \ 
m+1 I F^^ 
«r=0 A 
Vm+1 y' 
a„.,k (x) 
. 
Here some lemmas which are needed for proving the results are given. 
m 
Lemma (4.2.1): ^^m.k(^)= ^  
k=0 
Lemma (4.2.2): /nx (m + l) to "'''^' {m + \) 
Lemma (4.2.3): (-iHi-x) (m + l) t^ '""^^ 
m 
(w + l)' -[(m-iy+2x^-2x] 
III 
Proof of Lemma (4.2.1): ^a„,j(x) 
Ar=0 
,<: / 1 \-OT =Y-c,(-xn\-x) 
k=0 
= 1 
therefore S«„a=l 
i=0 
Proof of Lemma (4.2.2): i-l)(Lz)|;/ta„,, (jc) 
(- iXl-x)^, (. 
(w+1) t^ 
.(ziXMy 
(m + l) 
ill 1 
k=0 
kml[-x) 
kl{m-k).{\-x)" 
(-l)(l-x) 
(w+l)(l-x)" k = 1 
mym-l). 
(^-l)!i(m-l)-(i^-l)!l 
(w + 1) 1 
w ' ( - . ) ' 
(t-l)(m-*).(!-;()' 
J l % % [ " - ' C . ( - . ) + " C , ( - x y + + "-'C..,(-:cr] 
[m + l)[\-x) 
m x(l~x) m-\ 
(m + l)(l-x)"'^ Co + '"-'C,(-x)+ + "-'C„.,(-xr 
(m + lXl-x)"'^ ^ 
mx 
(w + l) 
therefore, 
mx 
Proof of Lemma (4.2.3): ^ M z i v (^ ^ +k)a^^{x) 
[m +1) i=o 
(w + l)^  ;t=0 (m + l)' A=0 
o-x)'y^'(r)(-^)',(i-x)'f,^ 
[m + l) k=o (1-xj [m + l) i=o 
(l-x)' f. A:A:m!(-xy (l-x) 
(m + iytok\{m-k)(l-x)"' (m + l) T—i\Lka„,,[x) 
(l-x)' A /S;m!(-x)' wx(l-x) 
(m +1)' S (/^  - l)(m - yt)!(l - x)"' (m +1)' 
[by Lemma (4.2.2)] 
(l-x)' ^ {k-l + \)ml{-xy mx{\-x) 
{m + \yh{k-\)\(m-k)\ (1 - x f (m + \f 
_ {l-xf ^ {k-\)m\ ( l-x) ' 
(w +1)' t ? (A: -1 )\{m - k)\ (l -x)" 
+ 
(l-x)' f. m\(\-xy mx(l-x) 
{m + \f h{k-\)\(m-k)l(\-xy (m + lf 
_ (i .x^ ^ m\{\-xy 
{m + \f t:i{k-2)\{m-k)\{l-x)" 
+ 
(l-x) 
{m + l) 
( l - x ) ^ ^m!(l-xy mx(\~x) 
{m + \)h kl{m-k)\{l-xY {m + lf 
^ (l-x)' ^m{m-\)(m-2)(\-xf 
~ {m + \Yhik-2)\{m-k)\{\-xy' 
+ 
(l-x) 
(m + l) 
(l - x) v^ , / \ mxi-x) 
:Lka„,^,{x} {m + \) t=o (m + l)' 
(l-x)' m{m~l) 
(m + l)' (l-x)" *=2 
(m-2)!(-x)' 
(^-2)![(m-2)-(A;-2)]! 
2wx(l-x) 
• (m+l ) ' 
(by Lemma (4.2.2)) 
(l-x) m(m-l) 
(m + l)' (l-x)"' S '"-'cU-xY k=2 
2 m X (l - x) 
(m+l)' 
M^hc,(-.)^-c,(-x)^ .-c„,(-.r]-^^ 
(m + lj (1-xj (m+l) 
(l-x)' m(m-iX-x)' L_2 „,_, / >, 2 . x„_2] 2mx(l-x) 
(m + lj (1-xj (m+l) 
(l-x)' m(m-l)x' / y,-2 2mx(l-x) 
(^m + l ) ' T ^ " {m+lf 
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m {m-l)x'^ 2wx(l-x) 
{m + \f {m+lf 
[(m-\)x'-2x(\-x)] {m + lf 
[(m-\)x^+2x^ -2x] [m +1)' 
Hence 
m •[{m-\)x^+2x^-2x] {m + lf 
This complete the proof of the lemmas. 
4,3 Convergence of the operator A^(f(t); x): 
With regards to convergence of the sequence of operators B„ {f;x), 
Bernstein [4'] was the first to prove that for each function f eC [0,l], the 
sequence {B^{f;x)] converges to f{x) uniformly in [0,1] which is an 
improvement over the famous result of Weierstrass [42], Khatoon [22] 
establish the following analogous theorem for operator, Ajf{t);x) 
Theorem (4.3.1): If / is continuous function defined on [0,1], then the 
sequence A„{f{t); x) converges uniformly to f{x)on [0,1]. 
Proof of theorem (4.3.1): Since 4, {f{t\x) is a linear positive operator, it is 
sufficient to show that 
limA„(t';x)=x' s = 0,1,2, 
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Now, 
[n + l) m=0 
m 
fk+\ ^ 
m+l 
I l^'d^ 
k=0 k 
^k+l J 
an,A^) 
. 
For s = 0, we have 
1 y ^ 
{n+\)t;ro 
m 
r*"" ^  
m+] 
E J'" 
t=o k 
a„M 
W+i y 
k+\ \ i n ; f 
1 " " ' 1 
(«+l) Zi 
m=0 
(By lemma (4.3.1)) 
therefore. 
{n + l)„,=i 
2;(m+i) //7 I 
/t=0 
Jdt 
k 
Vm+1 y 
««,,-t(^) =1 4.3.1 
or 
A„{l;x)=l+a„, 
where a„ =0. 
and limy4„(l;x)=l 4.3.2 
Now for s = 1, we have 
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A(';:c)=tM__£)j;(„+,) 
m=0 
m 
fk+\ ^ 
m+\ 
^ ^tdt 
k=0 k 
a„,A^) 
\k+i J 
- 1 1 - X ^ , X 
z' 
n 
*=0 
V 
2 
i+i 
m+I 
m+1 
\ 
^) 
y 
;t=0' 
2A: + 1 
2(w + l)' «„,,*W 
(n + l) £^lw + l. 
m 1 m 
^k=0 k=0 
(-0 y(l-^) 
(n + l)i^(w + l) Z^""aW 
*=0 
, (-1) y( l -^) 
«:=0 
(By lemma (4.3.2) and (4.3.1) respectively) 
1 ^ ( w + l-l)x 1 A (l-x) 
(« + l)„t^ o (^ + 1) (« + l),t^2(m + l) 
1 f> 1 rr i\ 1 1 V (l-^) 
(;;TI)„4-O(/« + 1)^^'"^ ^ '"'^"(n + l),t^o2(^ + l) 
1 " 
' Z (« + l)«M X - (w + l) 
1 f_{i-A 
(n + l)f^2(m + l) 
there fore. 
m "1+1 
I F^  
i=0 k 
«™.iW 
(l-x) 1 ^ 1 _ ^ _X_ l _ y j l-x) 
(« + l),t^o'' (« + l)t^o (^ + 1) (« + l ) ^ 2(m + l) 
4.3.3 
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we have 
1 " 
—!—yi=i 
where A is an absolute constant 
Therefore, 
A„{t;x)<x+/3, 
n ' 
where p„ = A\og{n + \)x A\og{n + \){\-x) 
n + \ 2(n + l) 
and lim^„(/;x)=x 4.3.4 
since fin ~^^ as «-> 00 
Now for s =2, we have 
V^ + i / m=0 
m I 
*=0 
/ A+1 
m+1 
F 
k 
\ k+\ 
l^ 
^r 
J 
^m,k 0 
" 
0 
V-TTZI'^+I) 
/ k+\ \ 
m+\ 
a.,,k (x) 
jt=0 
V "'+1 y 
/t=0 _ 3(OT + 1)' 
a„,,;t (^) 
(« + l)„t^ o(/n + l)' 
, (;-^y^ 1 
(« + l)i^o 3(m + l)' t=0 
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m \m-\)x^ -2mx+2mx^ + 
[l-xf 
(By lemma (4.3.3) and (4.3.1) respectively) 
m X +mx -2m x+ 
H-xf 
mx^ 2x{m + l-\) (l-x) 
(« + l)fg[w + l {m + lf 3(m + lY 
Therefore, 
1 " 
^ y 
(m + l-\)x^ 2x 2x (l-xf 
(m+\) m + l [m + If iim-Hf 
I" + 1 j m=0 
m 
1 
k=0 
f M \ 
m+l 
y dt 
k 
\ k+\ ) 
««,* (^) 
(«+l) m=0 
2 x^ 2x 2x (l-xY 
X --, r - -7 r + T rT + -(w + l) (w + l) (m + \f l,(m + \f 4.3.5 
1 ^ 2 2x + x ^ ^ 1 1 ^ (l-xy+6x 
(« + l)„fo'' (« + l ) r o (m + l)^(/7 + l) tS 3(m + l)' 
<^^ .'^:^l^[A\og(n^\)]-, (n + 1) 
( i-xy+6x 
3(n + l) 5. 
(since ^ -^  xT-^'^ is an absolute constant). 
„,=o (m + l ) 
Therefore, < x^  + /„ 
Where, rn 
(i-xy+6x 
3(« + l) B-^^[A \og(n + l)] {n + 2) 
and lim^„(r^;x)=x^ 4.3.6 
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since y„ ^0 as n->oo 
Combining (4.3.2), (4.3.4), (4.3.6) and using Korovkin's theorem 
(1.1) proof of the theorem (4.1) is terminated. 
4.4 Estimate of the order of approximation. 
There is an extensive Hterature on the speed with which B„ {f;x) 
tends to /(x) as n -> co. For instance, Popoviciu [33] proved the following 
results in 1935. His result may be stated as: 
Theorem (4.4.1): For all /sC[0,l] and for n =1,2,3 
We have 
B„{f;x)-f(x)<^o) f; f 1 A 
rn. 
xeC [0,l] 4.4.1 
V v « y 
Where (o{f;S){S > O) denotes the modulus of continuity of / . Here, we 
establish an estimate of the order of approximation of a function f eC [0,l] 
by the operator A„ {f{t},x) defined by (4.2.1). 
In fact, we prove the following results: 
Theorem (4.4.2); Let /(x)be continuous function defined on [0,1] and 
a)(S) be the modulus of continuity of f{x), then 
\f(x)-AXf(t},x)\<Mo) \f;{n + \) \\ 
Now, for / to be even. 
we have 
{-if lf{\-x)tdt=jf{\-x)tdt 
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• lf[-(\-x)t]dt 
and for / to be odd, we have 
I 1 
{-\yjf(\-x)tdt=-jf{\-x)tdt 
lf[-{\-x)t]dt 
and therefore, for both even and odd functions, we have 
{-iy\f{\-x)tdt=lf[-{l-x)t]dt 
Proof of Theorem (4.4.2): Since 
n m 
[n + i) m=o k=o 
f k+\ 
m+] 
and 
therefore 
jf(x)dt 
V/«+i 
a„,,k{x) 
A{Mx)-f(x) 
1 
jf{l-x)tdt a„,,k {x) 
T^E( '« + l)ri/[(-l)7(i-x>-/(x)]^^l a„„ (x) 
r ^ Z ( ' " + 0 \{fH-x)t]-f{x)}dt\ a^, (x) 
and 
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f{x)-A„{Mx)\ ^-AyJlim + l) {f{x)-f[-{l-x)t]dt ^m.k (x) 
Applying the following well-known properties of the modulus of continuity 
\f{x)-f{y)\<4x-y\), 
CO{AS)<(IA]+1)CO{S) 
<{A + \)(a(S), (X>0) 
WQ obtain, 
\f{x)-A„{f{tM\ 
< (n + 1) K'^ + l) m=0 
< 
(« + l) 
j:{m+\) 
m=0 
I 
J fi) 1X + (l - x)/1 dt 
0 
a„,,k {x) 
Jl + ^ -i ^ ^--co{S)dt 
0 
n,k (^) 
\n+\)t2 i n + 1 r^ i 5 m=0 0 ( ) m=0 0 
^f^S(-+i)M »^a W4-f^i;(m+i)j^r a„, w («+i);fb 0 0 (« + l)m=. 0 0 
Wv 
i« + ij„1:^  0 
(l-x)/ + x 
(5 dt a„,_, (x) 
i=0 
ffl+i 
k 
Vm+1 y 
«„,,* (^) 
("+1);^ 4=0 
f k+\ 
Vra+l 
+ x c?/ Om^ (^) 
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(s) ^ 
k=0 
j {(l -xft^+ 2x(l -x)t + x^ ]dt 
V '"+1 
an,,k (x) 
by relation (4.3.1) 
: 2a){d) + 
co(5) ^-^) sr( 1^ J 
*-=o 
f k+\ 
1 
V m+1 
rdt «m^ (^) 
i=0 
/^+1 
m+1 
\ 
k 
\m+\ 
tdt a„,,k t ) 
*:=0 
m+1 
Vm+l / 
a„,k (^) 
:26;((5)- (y w •yw- ^ 2x 2x (l - x) 
(« + l)£^ol (m + l) (m + l) {m + lf 3(m + \J 
2x ^ f X {\-x) ] 
{n + \)t'o[ (m + 1) 2{m + \)l + x 
using relations (4.3.1), (4.3.3) and (4.3.5) respectively 
= 2ci){s)- 4s) •y- ' 2x 2x (1 - x) (n + l ) „ ^ | " (m + l) (m + \) {m + lf 3{m + \) 
•2x^+-7 r + + x {m + l) {m + l) {m + l) 
= 2co{s) + 
<D{S) 1 " (l - xf +6x X 
3 (m + l)' (m + l)] 
• 2(o{d) + 
co{5) 
{n + l) Z 
m=0 
(l + xj +2x X 
3(m + l)' [m + l) 
<2(o{5)- co{5) I ^ ( l + x)-+2x {n + l)h 3(m + lf 
<24sh^ _2B_ f n because 
:'o {m+iy <B 
<2co(s)+ CD {S) c 
(«+l). 
v/here C = 2B 
Choosing 6^ = -, r , we get 
|/(x)-A(/(0;^)l^3« ( C ^ 
V« + ly 
<3 
V J 
CO (« + l)2 
Mo)\f-(n + \)2 \ \ 
v/here 
M^3 
V J 
This competes the proof of the theorem (4.4.2) 
m 
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